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• Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).

What does “Attribution this work” mean?

• For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to our web page: www.maps.org

• Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.

• Nothing in this license impairs or restricts the author’s moral rights.

Your fair dealing and other rights are in no way affected by the above.

Cover: “Inside Clover Grove,” digital & mixed media painting by Simon Haduk. Limited Edition Gicleés on Canvas, Edition of 50: 16x26” @ $350, 22x36” @ $450

Artist Statement: “Empowering my creative force is the love, respect, and understanding that all life comes from the same source, and can be shared in many ways. In my dedication to the creative process, I strive to find ways of producing work and living life that maintain harmony between the Earth and its shared inhabitants. Each creation reflects an aspect of this journey, thinning the veil between physical and non-physical realities in an unfolding awareness of that which connects us all.”

Inside cover: “The Shulgins and Their Alchemical Angels” by Alex Grey. Limited Edition of 50 Gicleés, 15x22” $1500 to $3500, depending on print number. Proceeds are split between MAPS and the Chapel of Sacred Mirrors. Purchase online at www.maps.org. Alex Grey portrays Sasha Shulgin holding an MDMA molecule that has a fiery warm glow and angels wings. His wife Anne touches the molecule and gazes into the light. Around them radiate molecular symbols, Sasha’s “dirty pictures.” Above them two flaming wings with eyes, bare the words “PIHKAL” on one and “TIHKAL” on the other. An alchemical flask hovers above Sasha’s head with a symbolic “eye of the heart” angel inside the lab vessel.